REGULATION FOR PARTICIPATION "Oriente em Dança"
X ORIENTAL DANCE EXHIBITION - VIRTUAL EDITION
COMPETITION or not COMPETITION

Date: August, 07, 2022
Schedules for presentations will be announced later.
1. To participate in the event, fill out the registration form online at:
www.orienteemdanca.com.br and send the deposit slip via e-mail: orienteemdanca@gmail.com or
whats app 19 99663 4754.
2. Entry fee per choreography:
Solo - R$ 80.00 / Double - 60.00 per member / Group - R$ 40.00 per member
3. Those who choose to perform more than once must pay the number of performances,
that is, they must pay the registration fee per choreography as per item 2. For more than 3
performances, contact the organization to evaluate a discount.
4. Participation will only be confirmed by sending proof of payment for the registration fee.
5. Payment procedure: You can pay via Paypal.

SONG
1.Each song presented must have a maximum duration of 4 min.

VIDEO
1. The maximum deadline for sending the video is until 07/06/2022 (resubmission, if
necessary, 07/15/2021) by We Transfer or Google Drive or other plataform.
2.The video must be recorded in horizontal format, without editing (cuts, filters, captions,
logos, etc.) The camera must be fixed, single, with framing of all members, full-length, with HD
resolution.
3.The video must be named with the name of the person responsible for the entry. Detail
information (name, soil, group, category, etc.) The participant's name must be the same as the
registration form.

4.The event is not responsible for sending low quality videos. The organization will contact
you, if it is not possible to evaluate and publish the video, requesting a new submission, up to 15
days before the event.
5. If the terms are not met, the registration will be canceled, with no return of resources and
costs to the organization.

CATEGORIES:
 Children's Solo - 06 to 10 years * Any style
 Youth Solo - 11 to 14 years * Any style
 Solo Amateur 1 - up to 30 years *Classic Style - Oriental Routine
 Solo Amateur 2 - 31 to 45 years *Classic Style - Oriental Routine
 Amateur Solo 3 - 45+ *Classic Style - Oriental Routine
 Professional Solo 1 - up to 30 years *Classic Style - Oriental Routine
 Professional Solo 2 - 31 to 45 years *Classic Style - Oriental Routine
 Professional Solo 3 - 45+
 *Classic Style - Oriental Routine
 Classic Double - Oriental Routine
 Modern/Fusion Duo
 Folk Duo
 Classic Group - Oriental Routine
 Modern/Fusion Group
 Folkloric Group

AWARDS
1st, 2st and 3st Place Solos: Trophy
1st Place Double / Group: Medals (Gold) for each member
2nd and Third Place solo, duo and groups: Medals (Silver and Bronze, respectively) for
each member
The shipping cost of sending the prize is the responsibility of the winner.

ASSESSMENT

They will be judged by an evaluation board specialized in the categories. Those responsible
for entries will receive their evaluations at the end of the results. Questions regarding the results
will not be accepted.
The following items will be judged: Technical quality, Interpretation and facial and body
expression, as well as the aesthetic set: Posture, harmony, costumes and makeup, consistent with
the proposal.
The results will be announced on the weekend of the event, according to a schedule that
will be announced in advance.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
1. The Teacher or responsible for the group is responsible for disclosing this regulation and
information about the event to each member of her dance group and respective guests. In addition,
the person responsible for the presentations, by sending the registration form, declares that he is
aware of and agrees with all its rules.
2. The guidelines/tips about the event will be sent to those responsible for registration via
email or whatsApp indicated. Times will be announced up to 20 days before the event.
3. Prohibited the use of live animals of any kind in presentations.
4. Participation with live musicians is not allowed.
5. Regarding the participation of minors (children or teenagers), this is the sole
responsibility of the teacher/leader responsible for the dance group, including providing the
parents' authorization for the presentation at the event and the publication of the video.
6. The participant is aware that the event videos will be published on the website and social
networks, thus granting the right to use the image.
7. There are no enrollment limits per school.
8. We are considering the use of masks for pairs/groups, relevant to the moment we are
experiencing.
9. Private event promoted and produced by private initiative – Escola de Danças Orientales
Templo de Isis de Campinas.
10. Any situation that has not been mentioned in this regulation is at the discretion of the
event organizers.

